Release name: KNOWAGE 8.1.5

From the previous version 8.1.4 the following bugs have been solved:

- CROSS NAVIGATION: using a fixed value parameter for output is not working
- Executing document with different role the modality doesn’t change
- CROSS NAVIGATION: the parameters value are not correctly passed if it is not used the correct url name in the document detail
- Session saved parameter is returning "Cannot evaluate errors on parameters validation" error
- Document Browser loses functionalities sorting
- The first item in a folder is hidden in the document browser folder tree
- Issues with checkAuthenticationToken and LDAP authentication
- XLSX dashboard exporting with document execution error
- Tree selectable inner nodes analytical driver does not work
- Cross navigation with parameters is returning an error when opening the arrival document
- Subject and text mail are not mandatory
- Registry move the row during insertion
- Error while saving REST dataset
- A driver validation error occurs when LOV result is not available in cache
- Cockipit global XLSX exporting is not working
- Error on saving empty Cockpit
- Data SET parameters panel error
- Add check on saving document, the functionality is mandatory
- AD Correlation: not equals filter operator is missing
- Reset button doesn’t reset the correlated driver
- Cross navigation parameters are wrong if the driver and output parameter have the same name
- Creating two Generic Document in a different functionalities, the second document has the functionality of the first document
- PostgreSQL: dataset iterator does not fetch data properly
- Dashboard link copy doesn't manage values with slashes (like dates, for example)
- error creating a new data set
- An error occurs when saving a Qbe dataset from workspace
- As tenant ADMIN, I cannot create a new data source
- Dataset management: SOLR dataset type is missing

Please visit www.knowage-suite.com for further information.